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Dear Ag industry associate:
As the summer heats up, so too does the debate across all ag market
stakeholders on national corn and soybean yields and production
projections. We thought we would take a closer, albeit general look at the
process and the bodies that the USDA entrusts to come up with reliable
estimates. Many scholars have studied these procedures over the years,
and part of the process remains somewhat mysterious. However, this short
article attempts to distill the factors involved as NASS takes over the yield
estimation process, via dual surveys starting in the August crop report.
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Our regular Margin Watch features follow, detailing the recent market moves
on the grain, livestock and dairy markets, and touch, in particular, on the
continued global trade uncertainties impacting each product segment.
IN THIS ISSUE

As always, if you have questions, please feel free to contact me.

Respectfully,

Chip Whalen is the managing editor of MarginManager and the vice president of education and
research for CIH. He teaches classes on margin management throughout the country and can
be reached at cwhalen@cihedging.com.
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FE ATURE

A Quick Look into
NASS Surveys and
Forecasting
National Agricultural Statistics Service
(NASS) is responsible for the task of
providing production and yield estimates
for most crops grown in the United States.
As the growing season progresses for each
crop grown domestically, NASS provides
their projections to the United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA).
The USDA in turn will incorporate the projections into the monthly report of World Agriculture Supply
and Demand Estimates (WASDE). Like making sausage, much goes into the process of yield and
production projections, and in truth, we may or may not want all the details, but here we will try to
explore in general how NASS makes the sausage, with a focus on corn and soybeans.
Before any yield or production projections are possible, NASS first collects data on acreage. Two
surveys suit this purpose. One in March, and the other in June. Both query farm operations during
the first two weeks of each month, the former on intentions, and the latter on actual plantings. For
instance, last March NASS sampled approximately 82,900 farmers on what and how much of a crop
they intended to plant come spring. The 2018 Prospective Plantings report revealed intentions of 89.0
million acres of soybeans and 88.0 million acres of corn seedings. The second survey, just released in
late June’s Acreage report, honed in the estimate with actual plantings of 89.1 million acres of corn,
and 89.6 million acres of beans, using similar survey methods.
The June Acreage is critical for NASS going forward, as it forms the basis for their estimate of harvested
acres of each crop, which obviously is crucial in determining a production projection. NASS monitors
the planted acreage estimate throughout the growing season, and usually only makes adjustments
because of weather related anomalies. If this is the case, NASS may re-survey and revise the planted
and harvested acres projections in the August Crop Production report. This occurred in 2015 when
NASS re-surveyed soybean producers in Arkansas, Kansas and Missouri, as excessive wetness affected
the crop and resulted in a reduction of 800,000 planted and 900,000 harvested bean acres.
In August, NASS’ survey derived yield forecasts step into the limelight, and replace a weather adjusted
trend line yield based econometric model. The model relies on data from the 1988-2017 period, and
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projects yields on the initial new crop balance sheets in May, as well as the subsequent June and July
WASDE reports. June and July WASDE yield projections will be adjusted from initial May estimates
in years that experience extreme weather deviations, hence weather adjusted model. The USDA
references the exact model for yields in the report footnotes.
Prior to the August WASDE report, NASS conducts dual surveys beginning in late July each new
crop year, and repeats the surveys each month through harvest. The Agricultural Yield Survey (AYS)
draws from farmers who responded to the planted acreage survey conducted in June, up to 27,000
operations. NASS queries the selected producers to confirm the amount of the crop seeded, and
provide a best forecast of final yield based on their history and experience each month. The other
survey, the Objective Yield Survey (OYS), takes actual plant counts and measurements, from plots
again selected from respondents of the June acreage survey. This sample size is much smaller,
roughly a quarter of the AYS, as it is more costly to administer, and draws only from a cross section
of the largest corn and bean producing states. The purpose of the OYS is to smooth out the inherent
subjectivity of the AYS.
For the annual study, NASS chooses sample plots of corn from the ten largest producing states,
and bean plots from the top eleven. Professional statisticians from each of these states train field
enumerators in the desired methods of reliable field data collection. Depending whether it is late July
or November, or sometime between, the enumerators count, measure or record specific categories of
data each month. Corn data largely focuses on number of ears per acre and implied ear weights, while
bean data looks mainly at pod counts and implied weights. The information gathered from the field
plots is then distilled and published in charts like the examples below, taken from 2017 crop reports.
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Up until now, we have described in the most basic and general terms how NASS conducts the dual
yield surveys, but how do they combine the two into that savory sausage of yield forecasts? The likes
of which may set off choruses of debate each year between agricultural producers, analysts and
market participants alike, generating screams of where did that number come from? Think August
2017, WASDE corn yield estimates of 169.5 bpa, well above expectations as drought conditions in the
High Plains and throughout parts of Iowa, had all braced for worst-case scenarios. Enter the NASS
designated Agricultural Statistics Board (ASB), who take the data from both surveys and are charged
with arbitrating the subjective nature of the AYS and the empirical evidence from the OYS to arrive at
their best estimate of corn and soybean yield projections for each monthly report, again beginning in
August. The total production estimates are a factor of the previously gathered acreage projections and
the up-to-date yield approximations. While the production formula is clear, the yield forecast is the
sausage with secret ingredients that only the ASB knows.
As the calendar turns, and harvest approaches, it makes sense that the job of the ASB perhaps
becomes a bit less complicated, as they are dealing with more certainty as each day passes. The
farmers’ AYS becomes more certain as crop maturity nears, no more best estimation of final yields
based on history and experience, but rather producers can see how it actually looks. The OYS also has
the benefit of actual ears and pods to count and weigh as time moves forward, rather than an implied
measure of the two.
With the recent release of the Acreage report, the agricultural markets await the all-important August
WASDE report, where the dual NASS surveys of farmers and field studies mash up to give indications of
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corn and bean yields. Let the debates begin!
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Hog Margin Watch: June
Hog margins suffered across the board the last half of June, as sharply lower corn and meal prices could not offset lower hog
prices. Trade tensions fueled selling throughout the agricultural sector, as doubts about future exports exacerbated, amidst the
looming early July deadline for Chinese, as well as Mexican tariffs on U.S. pork imports. The June Hogs and Pigs Report
continued to show expansion, with the total inventory up 3.44% year-over-year at 73.451 million head, and compared to the
average pre-report expectation of 103.0% of 2017. The largest deviation from the pre-report estimates was in the kept for
breeding category, which revealed 6.320 million head, or 103.45% above 2017, and 1.75% greater than expectations. Almost as
large of a deviation was in the March to May farrowings of 3.121 million head, 1.45% greater than expectations and an increase
3.55% over last year. Mexico has elected a new President, Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador, who will take office in December.
President Trump afterwards stated his intentions to put NAFTA talks on hold now until after the U.S. mid-term elections, perhaps
to line up with the newly elected Mexican president’s fresh term. U.S.-China progress also appears at a standstill. One can hope
that the quietness is a good sign for progress on both fronts.
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The Hog Margin calculation assumes that 73 lbs of soybean meal and 4.87 bushels of corn are required to produce 100 lean hog
lbs. Additional assumed costs include $40 per cwt for other feed and non-feed expenses.
The information contained in this publication is taken from sources believed to be reliable, but is not guaranteed by Commodity &
Ingredient Hedging, LLC, nor any affiliates, as to accuracy or completeness, and is intended for purposes of information and
education only. Nothing therein should be considered as a solicitation to trade commodities or a trade recommendation by
Commodity & Ingredient Hedging, LLC. All references to market conditions are current as of the date of the presentation. Futures
and options trading involves the risk of loss. Past performance is not indicative of future results. Please visit
www.cihmarginwatch.com to subscribe to the CIH Margin Watch report.
Commodity & Ingredient Hedging, LLC
120 South La Salle St, Suite 2200

Chicago, IL 60603

1.866.299.9333
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Dairy Margin Watch: June
Nearby dairy margins continued to deteriorate the balance of June, while the deferred margins held a bit steadier. Trade relations
between the U.S. and China, as well as the NAFTA partnership, continue to suffer as the early July deadlines for retaliatory tariffs
are set to commence on multiple products including cheese and many dairy products, as well as meats and oilseeds. There has not
been any reported progress amongst the partners, and it is likely the proposed tariffs will all take place. Mexico has elected a new
leader, President elect Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador, who will take office in December. This week President Trump indicated his
intentions to reset the NAFTA talks after the U.S. mid-term elections this fall, in line with the new Mexican administration. May milk
production in the U.S. was estimated at 19.1 billion pounds, an increase of 0.8% from 2017 levels, while production per cow was 15
pounds greater than last year at 2,031 pounds. The Cold Storage report indicated continued robust levels of both butter and cheese.
Butter inventories were reported to be 338.8 million pounds, a 10.2% increase from last month, and 8.0% greater than last year.
While cheese inventories were again record high at 1.386 billion pounds, 2.1% greater on the month, and 5.9% higher on the year.
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The Dairy Margin calculation assumes, using a feed price correlation model, that for a typical dairy 62.4 lbs of corn (or equivalent)
and 7.34 lbs of meal (or equivalent) are required to produce 100 lbs of milk (includes dry cows, excludes heifers not yet fresh).
Additional assumed costs include $0.90/cwt for other, non-correlating feeds, $2.65/cwt for corn and meal basis, and $8.00/cwt for
non-feed expenses. Milk basis is $0.75/cwt and non-milk revenue is $1.00/cwt.
The information contained in this publication is taken from sources believed to be reliable, but is not guaranteed by Commodity &
Ingredient Hedging, LLC, nor any affiliates, as to accuracy or completeness, and is intended for purposes of information and
education only. Nothing therein should be considered as a solicitation to trade commodities or a trade recommendation by
Commodity & Ingredient Hedging, LLC. All references to market conditions are current as of the date of the presentation. Futures
and options trading involves the risk of loss. Past performance is not indicative of future results. Please visit
www.cihmarginwatch.com to subscribe to the CIH Margin Watch report.
Commodity & Ingredient Hedging, LLC
120 South La Salle St, Suite 2200

Chicago, IL 60603

1.866.299.9333
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Beef Margin Watch: June
Beef prices recovered late month in spite of the trade firestorm engulfing the agricultural sector. Margins benefited from falling
feed prices, as unrest is palpable between the U.S. and many of its trade partners. Early July deadlines are approaching for
additional retaliatory tariffs on multiple U.S. products, including beef, pork and soybeans, from China, Mexico and Canada.
There has not been any reported progress between the U.S. and China or amongst the NAFTA partners either. Mexico did
elect a new leader, President elect Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador, who will take office in December. This week President
Trump indicated a desire to wait until after the U.S. mid-term elections to continue the NAFTA renegotiation process, perhaps
wanting to reset talks with the new administration. Fundamentally, the Cattle-on-Feed report indicated continued expansion,
with June on-feed supplies of 11.553 million head, an increase of 4.1% from last year, and were slightly above expectations of
a 3.4% hike. Placements were on par with last year at 2.124 million head, but expectations were for a reduction of 4%, while
marketings were 105.4% of 2017. Cold storage inventories as of the end of May were 465.4 million pounds, a decrease of
1.2% from April, but a robust 13.1% year-over-year jump.
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The Beef Margin calculation uses Feeder Cattle futures to price inbound animals and assumes each will consume 55 bushels
of corn and cost approximately $250 per head (for other feed and non-feed expenses) to gain 550 pounds and reach a market
weight of 1,250 pounds.
The information contained in this publication is taken from sources believed to be reliable, but is not guaranteed by
Commodity & Ingredient Hedging, LLC, nor any affiliates, as to accuracy or completeness, and is intended for purposes of
information and education only. Nothing therein should be considered as a solicitation to trade commodities or a trade
recommendation by Commodity & Ingredient Hedging, LLC. All references to market conditions are current as of the date of
the presentation. Futures and options trading involves the risk of loss. Past performance is not indicative of future results.
Please visit www.cihmarginwatch.com to subscribe to the CIH Margin Watch report.
Commodity & Ingredient Hedging, LLC
120 South La Salle St, Suite 2200

Chicago, IL 60603

1.866.299.9333
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Corn Margin Watch: June
Corn prices and margins continued lower the past two weeks with familiar tones of trade unrest that dominated the entire
agricultural marketplace and pressured price. There is no progress to report on either NAFTA or the U.S.-China relations, and
in fact, several new tariffs are due to commence in early July on multiple fronts, further taxing tensions. Mexico has elected a
new leader, President elect Andre Manuel Lopez Obrador, who will take office in December. President Trump recently said he
would now prefer to wait until after the U.S. mid-term elections to restart the NAFTA talks. NASS released the Acreage report
and corn plantings were 89.128 million acres, well above March Intentions of 88.026 million and the average pre-report
expectation of 88.372 million. Quarterly Stocks of corn estimates were slightly ahead of expectations at 5,306 million bushels.
Corn conditions continue to be elevated at 76% in the good-to-excellent categories and compare to 64% last year, as timely
rains have coupled with summer heat to juice the crop. Pollination is right around the corner, and weather may put trade
worries temporarily on the back burner.
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The estimated yield for the 2018 crop is 186 bushels per acre and the non-land operating cost is $544 per acre.
Land cost for 2018 is estimated at $222 per acre 1. Basis for the 2018 crop is estimated at $-0.25 per bushel.
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The estimated yield for the 2019 crop is 186 bushels per acre and the estimated operating cost is $544 per acre.
Land cost for 2019 is estimated at $222 per acre 1. Basis for the 2019 crop is estimated at $-0.2 per bushel.

1 The Corn Margin Watch yield, land and non-land operating cost values are based upon central Illinois low productivity

farmland crop estimates in the "Historic Corn, Soybean, Wheat, and Double-crop Soybeans" report published by the
Department of Agricultural and Consumer Economics at the University of Illinois.
The information contained in this publication is taken from sources believed to be reliable, but is not guaranteed by
Commodity & Ingredient Hedging, LLC, nor any affiliates, as to accuracy or completeness, and is intended for purposes of
information and education only. Nothing therein should be considered as a solicitation to trade commodities or a trade
recommendation by Commodity & Ingredient Hedging, LLC. All references to market conditions are current as of the date of
the presentation. Futures and options trading involves the risk of loss. Past performance is not indicative of future results.
Please visit www.cihmarginwatch.com to subscribe to the CIH Margin Watch report.
Commodity & Ingredient Hedging, LLC
120 South La Salle St, Suite 2200

Chicago, IL 60603

1.866.299.9333
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Soybeans Margin Watch: June
Soybean prices and margins were again sharply lower the past two weeks, and finished the month at contract lows. Trade
tensions and tariffs had soybean prices reeling, as doubts accelerated over future China bean purchases. As the calendar
turns to July, the deadline for the Chinese retaliatory 25% tariff on U.S. soybean imports also nears. There has not been
any reports of talks between the two nations, so a delay or breakthrough is unlikely. Perhaps a sign of some hope is
President Trump’s recent decision delay restrictions on Chinese investment in the U.S. via executive order. Instead,
President Trump will defer to dual bills winding through Congress updating the Committee on Foreign Investment in the
U.S. (CFIUS). The annual Acreage report revealed 89.557 million acres of soybeans planted, over 500,000 greater than the
March Intentions report, but were 232,000 less than the pre-report estimate. Quarterly Stocks of beans were in line with
expectations at 1,222 million bushels, and compare to 966 million last June. Current soybean conditions are 71% good-toexcellent, and compare to 64% last year. The market will continue to be dominated by trade talk, and rightfully so, but
weather will be a key factor as crop maturity nears.
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The estimated yield for the 2018 crop is 59 bushels per acre and the non-land operating cost is $319 per acre.
Land cost for 2018 is estimated at $222 per acre 1. Basis for the 2018 crop is estimated at $-0.35 per bushel.
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The estimated yield for the 2019 crop is 59 bushels per acre and the estimated operating cost is $319 per
acre. Land cost for 2019 is estimated at $222 per acre 1. Basis for the 2019 crop is estimated at $-0.35 per
bushel.

1 The Soybeans Margin Watch yield, land and non-land operating cost values are based upon central Illinois low

productivity farmland crop estimates in the "Historic Corn, Soybean, Wheat, and Double-crop Soybeans" report published
by the Department of Agricultural and Consumer Economics at the University of Illinois.
The information contained in this publication is taken from sources believed to be reliable, but is not guaranteed by
Commodity & Ingredient Hedging, LLC, nor any affiliates, as to accuracy or completeness, and is intended for purposes of
information and education only. Nothing therein should be considered as a solicitation to trade commodities or a trade
recommendation by Commodity & Ingredient Hedging, LLC. All references to market conditions are current as of the date of
the presentation. Futures and options trading involves the risk of loss. Past performance is not indicative of future results.
Please visit www.cihmarginwatch.com to subscribe to the CIH Margin Watch report.
Commodity & Ingredient Hedging, LLC
120 South La Salle St, Suite 2200

Chicago, IL 60603
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Wheat Margin Watch: June
Wheat prices and margins were lower the past two weeks, as trade unrest continues to inspire selling. NASS released
the annual Acreage report that revealed all wheat plantings of 47.821 million acres, above the pre-report expectation
of 47.122 million, and the 47.339 million acres the March Intentions report surveyed. Quarterly stocks of wheat were in
line at 1,100 million bushels, and were lower than last June’s inventory by 81 million. Spring wheat acres of 13.202
million planted are in great shape, with current readings of 77% good-to-excellent condition, compared to last year’s
drought induced 37% good-to-excellent grades. Canada’s wheat acres are also greater this year, estimated to be 24.7
million versus 22.4 million last year.
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The estimated yield for the 2018 crop is 71 bushels per acre and the non-land operating cost is $344 per
acre. Land cost for 2018 is estimated at $157 per acre 1. Basis for the 2018 crop is estimated at $-0.3 per
bushel.
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The estimated yield for the 2019 crop is 71 bushels per acre and the estimated operating cost is $344
per acre. Land cost for 2019 is estimated at $157 per acre 1. Basis for the 2019 crop is estimated at $-0.3
per bushel.

1

The Wheat Margin Watch yield, land and non-land operating cost values are based upon central Illinois low
productivity farmland crop estimates in the "Historic Corn, Soybean, Wheat, and Double-crop Soybeans" report
published by the Department of Agricultural and Consumer Economics at the University of Illinois.
The information contained in this publication is taken from sources believed to be reliable, but is not guaranteed by
Commodity & Ingredient Hedging, LLC, nor any affiliates, as to accuracy or completeness, and is intended for
purposes of information and education only. Nothing therein should be considered as a solicitation to trade
commodities or a trade recommendation by Commodity & Ingredient Hedging, LLC. All references to market
conditions are current as of the date of the presentation. Futures and options trading involves the risk of loss. Past
performance is not indicative of future results. Please visit www.cihmarginwatch.com to subscribe to the CIH Margin
Watch report.
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